This study examines how to take originally advantage from distant information in statistical language models. We show that it is possible to use n-gram models considering histories different from those used during training. These models are called crossing context models. Our study deals with classical and distant n-gram models. A mixture of four models is proposed and evaluated. A bigram linear mixture achieves an improvement of 14% in terms of perplexity. Moreover the trigram mixture outperforms the standard trigram by 5.6%. These improvements have been obtained without complexifying standard n-gram models. The resulting mixture language model has been integrated into a speech recognition system. Its evaluation achieves a slight improvement in terms of word error rate on the data used for the francophone evaluation campaign ESTER [1] . Finally, the impact of the proposed crossing context language models on performance is presented according to various speakers.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical language n-gram models represent efficiently local constraints. However such models have limits due to the size of the history (n − 1): in the case of a larger relationship, such a dependence cannot be considered. It is well-known that the value of n is a serious limit for handling constraints of natural language. Growing up this value of n leads to sparseness data problems [2] . Class-based language models [3] can be viewed as a generalization of n-grams, lowering the missing data problem. Unfortunately, these models are less efficient than n-grams. One way to support more constraints without increasing the value of n is to take advantage from distant information. In previous work [4] , we showed the improvement brought by distant ngrams. Distant n-grams allow to consider dependence between a word and a sequence of words which is more or less close. In this paper an extension of this idea is presented. In n-gram models the probability of a word is always estimated in accordance to the n − 1 preceding words. Given the sentence le chien méchant aboie 1 , a 3-gram model uses the phrase chien méchant to estimate the probability of word aboie. Guess that in training corpus, chien is systematically followed by méchant. However, phrases le chien aboie 2 , le chien grogne 3 could be likely in a test corpus. This means that the probability of the word aboie given le chien will be underestimated. This issue could be handled by using a distant n-gram for the estimation of a contiguous n-gram. Now, let assume that chien aboie has been met in a contiguous bigram and has never been seen in a distant context chien ... aboie. In this case it should be interesting to use a classical n-gram in a distant context. 1 the nasty dog barks 2 The dog barks 3 The dog growls
In this paper we propose to use both distant and non distant language models by crossing left contexts, as pointed out in Table  1 . For instance, the second line shows a typical n-gram used in a distant test context. 
is the probability assigned by the classical ngram model and P d (·|·) is the probability assigned by the distant n-gram model (with distance d). The idea presented in this paper is related to the following general one: given a history, only parts are really useful for prediction. Each part provides information at different levels: gender, number, semantics, etc. We have to find a method that automatically retrieves useful parts from history, and assign the corresponding optimal model to each part. Such a work has been initiated with the Selected History Principle [13] and Feature Language models [14] . Section 2 presents an overview of distant language models. Section 3 formalizes crossing context models. Then experimental data is put forward. In section 5 evaluations of the perplexity of language models are computed. Then, results of the combination of these language models are shown. Section 7 integrates these new models in a speech recognition system. A conclusion and perspectives of this work are then discussed.
AN OVERVIEW OF DISTANT LANGUAGE MODELS
A distant language model deals with non contiguous context. In the following this distance is set to d. A distant n-gram [4, 5] estimates the probability of a word wi given a sequence of words h d = (w i−n+1−d . . . w i−1−d ) located exactly at d words before wi. Let's remark that a distance d = 0 corresponds to a classical n-gram model. In this case, the probability of a word wi is:
Where
is the frequency of h d wi (wi occurs at a distance d from h d ). Obviously, due to the distance between h d and wi, such a model is less powerful than a baseline n-gram. However, using distance is efficient when corresponding models are combined with classical n-grams [6] .
CROSSING CONTEXT MODELS
This section describes how standard models (n-gram and distant n-gram) are used by crossing their contexts. For instance, for the bigram case, M01 is used in distant way by employing a standard bigram (see Table 1 ). This conductes to a non standard way of bigram usage. However these models continue obeying to a probability distribution. Actually, for each context and each model a probability distribution is assigned. In other words:
where P01 is the probability assigned by model M01 and:
where P is the probability assigned by the standard (non distant) bigram model and V is the vocabulary. Obviously, this model remains statistically correct because P sums up to one for all histories, and thus, for this specific history wi−2.
In the same way, this property is also true for model M10. 
EXPERIMENT MATERIAL

EVALUATION
In this section the crossing context models are evaluated in terms of bigram and trigram perplexity. The models have been smoothed by using the absolute discounting method [7] . d has been set to 1, in fact in [6] we showed that performance of distant models fall dramatically when distance increases. These results show obviously that baseline models (bigram and trigram) are widely better than crossing context models. The baseline distant models (bigram and trigram) give reasonable results. In the opposite, crossing context models M01 and M10 are not efficient. This is not surprising and was expected because of the mismatch between training and test parameters. Crossing context models may bring improvement only when they are used adequately in specific cases. The initial idea was to use these special models when standard ones are deficient. While crossing context models are not efficient in most cases, they should be satisfactory for specific histories. Consequently, we have to find the best way to use them with the aim to improve perplexity.
COMBINATION OF MODELS
To take advantage from crossing context models M10 and M01, we decided to combine them with baseline models M00 and M11. Several combination methods are frequently used: maximum entropy [8] , linear interpolation [9] , etc. In the following, we use a linear interpolation. We will perform two experiments. The first uses one weight per model and for the second a set of weights is assigned to each model [9] .
Linear combination independent on the history
In this experiment, a weight is assigned to each model. The set of weights is obtained by EM algorithm [10] . Different tests have been performed in order to study the impact of each model in comparison to the baseline model. Results of experiments on bigram and trigram models are given in Tables 3 and 4 . These results show that the only combination that improve the baseline (M00) are the M00+M11, for both cases bigram and trigram, by respectively 4.6% and 2.6%. Other combinations either do not improve perplexity or improve it slightly. This kind of context independant weights does not take advantage from the contextual specificity of each model in the mixture. Consequently, these models have to be used judiciously in the appropriate context. That is why, in the following experiments, each model uses a set of weights depending on the history.
Weights
Linear combination depending on the history
Due to the huge number of left contexts, consistent coefficients for each history cannot be obtained. One solution consists in reducing the space of parameters. In the following we first propose to reduce this space by putting histories together according to their frequency. Secondly, the space is reduced by computing weights for only a subset of frequent histories.
Frequency dependent weights
In this case, a set of weights is assigned to each bucket made up of words which have the same frequency [9] .This method leads to 9K buckets. Table 5 . Perplexity tests based on frequency dependent weights Table 5 illustrates the bigram and trigram perplexity results according to this classification.
Used models 2-gram Test PP 3-gram Test PP
The improvement of perplexity confirms our idea: in particular contexts, it is benefit to use a model with a part of history specific to another model. The combination M00+M01+M10+ M11 improves the baseline models M00 for both bigram and trigram cases respectively by 9.4% and 3.9%. Thus the context dependent combination improves performance of context independent combination.
Rank dependent weight
In this solution, the space reduction is achieved by selecting the most frequent histories. Thus, for each model and each frequent history, a weight is assigned. A unique coefficient is attributed to remaining histories. Several experiments have been conducted in order to find out the optimal weights, resulting in 900K statistically significant weights. Table 6 . Perplexity tests based on rank dependent weights
The investigation carried out by this experiment shows the usefulness of these models. An important improvement (14.3%) of the baseline bigram is achieved by the mixture. The baseline trigram is outperformed by 5.6%. We point out that the improvement obtained by the trigram mixture has been carried out by the combination of the baseline and the distant trigram. Crossing context models have only a slight impact in the global mixture. We also have to mention that this mixture model is more performant (4.6% improvement in terms of perplexity) than a linear combination between a classical trigram and a bigram.
The rank dependent combination slightly improves the performance of the frequency dependent combination, this may be explained by the number of classes which is 100 times more important.
These experiments show that both mixtures (frequency dependent and rank dependent) assign a weight greater than 0.9 to M00 in about 75% of the histories. However, the contribution of crossing context models is important in many histories: crossing context models are assigned a weight greater than 0.3 in more than 12% of contexts, among them 2% of the histories assign a weight equal to 1 to crossing context models.
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS
An overview of the speech engine
In order to evaluate our approach in a speech recognition system, we integrate the corresponding language model in the ANTS system [11] . This system has been developed at LORIA and used for ESTER [1] , the French broadcast news transcription evaluation campaign. It is based on four sequential stages:
• broad-band/narrow-band speech segmentation,
• speech/music classification,
• detection of silences and breath noises,
• large vocabulary speech recognition.
The aim of the three first stages is to split the audio stream into homogeneous segments with a manageable size and to allow the use of specific algorithms or models according to the nature of the segment. Four sets of acoustic triphones models are used according to the female/male and telephone/non telephone dimensions. Produced segments are automatically regrouped into clusters and a MLLR adaptation is applied on each cluster.
ANTS is based on JULIUS, an open source engine recognition originally developed by Akinobu Lee at Kyoto university [12] . Two passes are performed. In the first pass a treestructured lexicon associated to a bigram is applied with the frame-synchronous beam search algorithm. This first pass produces a word lattice. The second pass is based on a trigram model and researches the best sentence in the word lattice.
Implementation
In the first pass we use a standard bigram trained on French newspaper Le Monde and radio data. In the second pass, we integrate the mixture (M00 +M01 +M10 +M11) with and without context dependent weights.
The test data is made up of 30 minutes of French broadcast news extracted from the ESTER data set. Table 7 presents recognition performance, in terms of correct words, substitution, deletion, insertion and word error rate, of the three following models:
• A: the baseline trigram model leading to a perplexity of 100.4 (section 5).
• B: the trigram mixture with a set of context independent weights, leading to a perplexity of 97.6 (section 6.1).
• C: the trigram mixture with a set of rank dependent weights, leading to a perplexity of 94.4 (section 6.2.2).
Models B and C lead to a slight improvement of the baseline model (A) in terms of word error, insertion and substitution rates. In addition, we studied the performance of crossing context language models regarding to speakers. In the test data the speaker of each segment is known, 30 different speakers are referenced. For both models B and C, Table 8 indicates the number of speakers for which we observe an improvement (+) in terms of WER, the number of speakers with a decrease of performance (-), and the number of speakers without any change (=). In both models, the comparison is made in accordance to the baseline model (trigram).
The performance for a speaker depends on the environment, noise, speed of elocution, accent, etc. That is why we investigate how our crossing context language models might have an impact on the speaker WER. For instance, to recognize efficiently 
CONCLUSION
In this study we examine the pertinence of using, in particular contexts, a part of history specific to another model. We apply this idea to classical and distant n-gram models with a distance equal to 1. This leads to a mixture of 4 models. Experimental investigation of crossing left contexts of baseline and distant n-grams shows the feasability of this idea and its contribution in the improvement of perplexity. It outperforms the standard bigram and trigram models by respectively 14% and 5.6%. Its integration in a real speech recognition system achieves a slight improvement of the word error rate on broadcast news corpus.
In a future work, the space reduction of histories will have to be managed in a different way. Actually, we used a basic method which separates the histories according to both frequency and rank. We have to investigate other ways to cluster them judiciously in order to improve significantly the word error rate. For example, the used of POS tagging can be envisaged.
